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In	ThIs	Issue:	OLD	sTORIes	ReTOLD
Our regular readers have by now seen these issues come 
alive with the rich history of Hopewell Valley. We have 
been exploring different areas of the community and with 
some careful research, tried to convey a sense of that local 
history through these pages. In this issue we explore some 
of the stories that have peaked our interest over the years.
 I have been out in the countryside investigating 
clues to old stories, dodging, cars and 
sticker bushes in the process. The saga 
of the Mercer and somerset 
railroad and its connection to big 
business, politics, monopolies and 
the growth of railroading in 19th 
century America, took place 
right here in our community 
132 years ago. In addition to 
the story of my hunt and some 
photos published in this 
newsletter, we have posted more 
photos and more stories on this 
subject on our website,  
www.hopewellvalleyhistory.org.
 In his story, “Hopewell’s Students 
Spread the Baptist Word Throughout the 
Colonies,” Dave Blackwell has done some excellent 
research on the events that connect the village of 
Hopewell with the founding of Brown University, and the 
Old School Baptists and the part they played in this story 
of national importance in early American history.
 No issue of a publication released in the fall would be 
complete without some mention of the national pastime, 
baseball. In honor of our very successful program on 
baseball, given by Dr. Bill Gleason at the County Library 
on October 3, Jack Davis has treated us with a look back 
in Hopewell Valley’s baseball past. Through first hand 
accounts, gleaned from the old Hopewell Heralds in the 
Society’s collection, he recreates “Hopewell Baseball in 
1893”. —Jack Koeppel 

The c. 1900 photo 
shows a train stopped at 
the Pennington Station 
on the old reading 
railroad. 

Clues from Hopewell Valley’s Long Lost Railroad



This recent photo shows the 
original Pennington Train Station 

for the old Mercer & somerset 
railroad still standing on West 

Delaware Avenue in Pennington 
near the high school.

The	Hopewell Valley Historical Society	was	formed	in	1975	by	a	group	of	citizens	interested	in	preserving	the	
heritage	of	Hopewell	Valley.	Today	we	are	dedicated	to	collecting,	preserving	and	disseminating	that	heritage.		

We	achieve	this	through	programs	in	the	community	and	the	publication	of	this	newsletter.

There was a time when the wail of a train whistle in the 
distance was a common thing. Soon the chug-chug-chug 
of the steam engine approaching followed. Again and 
again the engineer pulled on whistle and the shrill sound 
of its note echoed off the distant hills. The series of short 
and long blasts signaled his message for miles around. 
 I remember the first time I heard about an old railroad 
that used to bisect Hopewell Valley. It captured my fascina-

tion immediately. The route no longer exists 
of course, in fact it’s long gone, but 

remnants of it can still be found 
scattered across the countryside 

of Hopewell Township. 
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“A	sketch	of	important	events	that	have	taken	place	since	
Mrs.	Isabel	Clarkson	came	to	Pennington	in	1870,	as	the	
bride	of	Daniel	A	Clarkson	in	October	of	that	year.”

 “In 1870 the Pennsylvania Railroad built a branch 
railroad from Somerset Junction on the Belvidere Road to 
Millstone to connect with a branch road there which then 
connected with the main Pennsylvania Road at New 
Brunswick. This road had a number of curves and was 
nicknamed the Corkscrew. The proper name of the road 
was Mercer and Somerset, because it extended through 
the two counties. Daniel A. Clarkson & William 
Richardson had contract for building the section that 
extended through Pennington. 
 The railroad station was situated on West Delaware 
Avenue. The first ticket agent was Judge Levi Atchley 
who was succeeded by Theo. Heron. This road was 
completed in 1871. At that time communication between 
Trenton and Pennington was carried by stage. George 
Sortor was the stage driver in 1870 and Joseph Conrad 
was the last of the stage drivers. In 1871 when I came up 
from Trenton to Pennington in his stage with my little 
five weeks old baby Jessie, who was born in my old 
home in Delaware.
 The coal-yard near the station was on Dr. Hanlon’s 
property and was carried on by Marshal Taylor and 
Judge Levi T. Atchley. This railroad was in operation until 
the National Air Line was built in 1876. The Pennsylvania 
Railroad fought hard to prevent this road from putting in 
a frog and blood came near being shed and men called it 
the Frog War. 
 Mr. McMinn was engineer of the new road at this 
time and took a very active part in the Frog War, as did 
George Corwine also. After this road was built, the 
Mercer and Somerset was abandoned and Daniel A. 
Clarkson and G. M. Dorvana sold the land back to the 
original owners at a very low price. The land which 
belonged to A. P. Lasher, he refused to buy back. It was 
bought by B. F. Lewis and the dirt that composed the 
R. R. bank has been used to fill up Pennington streets. 
The Stockholders in 1870 were Daniel Wyckoff who 
afterward sold out to Chas. T. Blackwell, Joseph Frisbie, 
Oliver Gray, William Muirhead and George Sortor.
 In 1889 and 1890 the old depot station of the Mercer 
and Somerset was purchased by John A. Murhead to be 

used as a decorating 
pottery. The chief 
designs used during 
the time the pottery 
was in operation 
were the Holly 
pattern and the Moss 
Rose Bud pattern. Owning to the distance from any large 
railroad this pottery property was purchased, by B. F. 
Lewis who afterwards sold it to George Atwood who 
converted the old station into a slaughter house and 
meat shop.
 In 1876, the National Air Line had become the 
Delaware and Bound Brook Road and the stations at 
Pennington and Hopewell were built. Daniel A. 
Clarkson had the contract for both buildings. John 
McPherson superintending the one at Hopewell and 
Samuel H. Chatten doing the work of the one at 
Pennington.
 When the Reading Road was built, the Seminary 
would not let them have a grade crossing, so the bridge 
was built and the railroad had to fill up the street that 
originally was level, all the way from the Mercer and 
Somerset railroad to the corner of Main Street.
 —Isabel	Clarkson,	Pennington	New	Jersey

“These	records	were	copied	from	the	original	notes	of	Mrs.	Isabel	
Clarkson,	wife	of	the	first	Mayor	of	the	Borough	of	Pennington	
by	Alice	Blackwell	Lewis,	June	1940.”

These copied notes are now part of the Hopewell Valley 
Historical Society’s Alice B. Lewis Collection
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 The Mercer and Somerset railroad had been created 
as a result of legal battles between two companies vying 
for the right to operate across New Jersey just after the 
Civil War. A dramatic event, dubbed the Frog War that 
came to a near physical battle between the two opposing 
sides, one cold January night, involved the Governor of 
New Jersey and his calling out of the National Guard to 
calm the situation. All this commotion took place right 
here in sleepy little Hopewell Valley back in 1876.
 With stories of a Frog war in my head and some of the 
locations throughout the valley identified, I jumped into 
in my car and tried to locate a few of them. Were any still 
visible today I wondered? Had time hidden all the clues? 
Was the mystery of the old railroad left to the old records 
and nothing more? 
 Many of these places I knew well. I had passed them 
many times during my life growing up here. I had 
passed one every day going to school and never had any 
idea what it had originally been. An old barn was once 
an old train station. The home of an old friend in 
Hopewell had been another station. 
 The one fact that fascinated me the most was that 
Jacobs Creek Road had originally been built as the bed 
for this railroad. Many of us are fascinated learning 
about things that once were and no longer are. 
 Starting at the river end of the road you can almost 
imagine yourself traveling in an old locomotive gently 
making your way through the little valley created by the 
creek. Sure enough the signs are still visible. Look closely 
as you go and you will notice that the bridge abutments 
along the way are constructed differently on either side 

Clues from hopewell Valley’s long lost railroad (continued	from	page	507)

of the road. The old railroad trestles, made from stone, 
are on the creek side and the modern roadway, widened 
in 1957, and made from cement are on the opposite side.
 Then traveling toward the northeast the Mercer and 
Somerset made its way toward Pennington. The only 
surviving timetable from this railroad, discovered in the 
attic of an old home in Harbourton and copied by the 
author, listed the times it would have taken to make each 
stop along the way. The tree line along edge of the now 
preserved land, just west of the Hopewell Township Public 
Works building, reveals the path of this old rail line. The 
most imposing remains of the railroad is a large stone 
trestle on the west side of Scotch Road in the little valley 
just north of the Township baseball fields. I once explored 
the dense underbrush on the east side of Scotch Road near 
here, in the direction of Pennington, and it’s still possible 
to walk along the raised mound of earth that 132 years 
ago briefly carried passengers across Hopewell Valley.
 To my great surprise I had been passing the old 
Pennington Station of the M&S RR all my life and never 
knew it. Located on Delaware Avenue just across from 
the Mercer County Library, the station is currently owned 
and lovingly cared for by Richard Weidel. Next time 
you pass by take notice of it. Can you imagine the crowds 
of ladies and gentlemen anxiously waiting on the platform 
for the next train to arrive? The large overhanging eaves 
and the tall windows on the structure are the real 
giveaway to its railroad past.
 The route paralleled present day Route 31 all the way 
up to just north of Stage Depot. At this point it cut across 
the fields in the direction of Hopewell and the location of 

This 1875 map shows both railroad right-of-ways going through the village of Hopewell.

(continued	on	page	516)
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Southbound train approaching the Delaware Avenue 
bridge in Pennington.

An old stone bridge from the Mercer & 
somerset railroad carries cars along 
Jacobs Creek Road today.

A B

The old railroad bed is clearly visible in 
this recent photo taken along Scotch Road. 

Map of Hopewell Township in 1875 showing 
the Mercer& somerset railroad (A) 
paralleling the Delaware & Bound Brook 
railroad (B).
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Clues from hopewell Valley’s long lost railroad (continued	from	page	512)

infamous Frog war of 1876. At one time this section of 
the old line was the driveway into the old Township dump. 
After the landfills were closed, the road fell into disuse. 
You can still make it out as it cuts diagonally across the 
field just north on Marshalls Corner-Woodsville Road. 
 Just north of Stony Brook Road, where another stone 
trestle can be spotted along the brook, the route crossed 
the present day golf course and headed toward the 
location this Battle	of	the	Frog. The dictionary defines this 
type of a frog as a section of track where one railroad 
crosses another railroad. On January 5, 1876 an army of 
men, representing competing railroad interests, faced 
off in a field just east of Van Dyke Road. A depression in 
the earth today identifies the spot where one hundred 
and thirty-one years ago the Pennsylvania Railroad’s 
monopoly ended.
 Traveling east the line approached the village of 
Hopewell and entered it on present day Model Avenue. 

For a few short years this was the only railroad in town 
and one wonders if the large setback of the homes 
along the western end of the street is related to this old 
right-of-way. An 1876 map of Hopewell clearly shows the 
two lines paralleling each other all the way across town. 
The other remaining train station is now a residence on 
the corner of Mercer and Model Avenues. The route east 
of town is not as easily located today, but its fun to 
imagine our section and the clues still visible today in 
Hopewell Valley.

Please visit our new website, www.hopewellvalleyhistory.org 
for more information on the Mercer & somerset 
railroad. Additional photographs of my hunt for clues 
and the discovery of the actual site of the Frog war can 
be found in Photo Gallery section. A firsthand account of 
the “Battle of the Frogs”, as well as brief history of the 
railroad, is posted in the Local History section of the site.




